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Executive Summary

Payment cards – credit cards, debit 
cards, prepaid cards – now generate 
two out of every three transactions 
in the U.S. As a financial institution, 
your cardholders and your card-
accepting business customers expect 
you to safeguard their payments 
information and their underlying 
accounts. This paper outlines a series 
of recommended strategies to help 
ensure the integrity of payment card 
data.

The need to secure payment card 
data has never been more critical. 
First, the nature of fraud is changing, 
shifting from localized stolen cards 
or skimming attacks, to coordinated 
global attacks with hackers extracting 
millions of financial records. Second, 
the costs associated with this fraud 
are rising at an alarming rate: the 
industry lost $5.3 billion to payment 
card fraud in 2012, up from $3.6 billion 
in 2010. And the losses extend far 
beyond the direct fraud losses: 
financial institutions and card-
accepting businesses (merchants) risk 
potentially ruinous damage to their 
incomes and reputations.

Financial institutions must actively 
protect the payment card information 
over which it is a fiduciary. A 
comprehensive payment card data 
security strategy will address each of 
six important components:

1. Communications The greatest 
asset that financial institutions 
have is trust. The cornerstone of 
any data security strategy should 
be initiatives to retain this trust, 
and messaging to communicate 
these efforts to customers. 
Cardholders need to know that 
their account information is safe 
and that they have zero liability 
for any unauthorized transactions; 
while always true, this messaging is 
especially important when stories 
about data breaches are in the 
mainstream media. 

2. PCI-DSS Compliance The 
payments industry has developed 
a set of standards to safeguard 
payments data; it is important for 
FIs to verify that their merchant 
customers are adhering to these 
requirements. The practical 
manifestation of the rules is 
“common sense” – do not write 
down card numbers, do not have 
the card leave the cardholder’s 
sight, password protect stored 
card numbers (or, better yet, do 
not save them at all). In every case, 
financial institution’s merchant 
processors have pre-packaged 
solutions to meet these needs 
(while failure to comply puts 
both the merchant, the financial 
institution and the merchant 
processor at risk).
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3. EMV cards The use of a magnetic 
stripe to store sensitive payment 
card information has proven not 
to be safe against counterfeiters. 
The industry has adopted a global 
standard for chip-based cards, 
called EMV (Europay, MasterCard, 
Visa), which makes counterfeiting 
almost impossible. EMV cards are 
more expensive than traditional 
cards, but will lower issuers’ 
counterfeit fraud loss rates. The 
merits of migrating to EMV cards 
will vary by institution, largely 
depending upon a financial 
institution’s current fraud rates, 
but every issuer needs a deliberate 
strategy to ensure that their 
payment cards are secure.

4. EMV terminals To spur the 
adoption of EMV point-of-sale 
terminals, the major payment 
networks will change the liability 
for disputed counterfeit card 
transactions, shifting it to the party 
with the least secure payment 
technology in October 2015. In 
other words, if a merchant has not 
deployed EMV terminals by this 
date, it risks being liable for a wide 
range of transactions charged 
back to its merchant account. 
Financial institutions should 
actively encourage their merchant 
customers to upgrade their 
POS terminals: the incremental 
cost to the merchant is usually 
modest while the incremental 
protection is significant.

 Additionally, newer POS terminals 
include tamper-resistant features 
with secure reading and exchange 
of data (SRED) modules, secure 
software applications, and point-
to-point encryption to secure data 
all along the value chain. Point-to-
point encryption greatly reduces 
the risk of a data breach; it also 
reduces the cost and complexity 
of merchant’s PCI compliance 
requirements.

5. CNP data protection tools for 
cardholders EMV protects data 
in a face-to-face environment, 
but more needs to be done 
to secure card-not-present 
transactions (CNP). One of the 
greatest risks is when consumers 
enter their card credentials on 
a Web site or in a mobile app, 
and this account information 
is then stored – and at risk of 
compromise. Instead, FIs should 
encourage their cardholders to use 
safer alternatives including digital 
wallets that avoid the exchange of 
live account credentials.

6. CNP data protection tools for 
card-accepting businesses The 
experience from countries that 
have migrated to EMV shows 
that fraud tends to migrate to 
the weakest link in the system; 
typically CNP channels. As the U.S. 
moves to chip cards, it will be even 
more important for merchants 
to ensure the legitimacy of CNP 
payments through the use of fraud 
management tools such as AVS, 
CVV2, and real-time transaction 
risk scoring. Additionally, 
merchants need to protect 
cardholder data, with tokenization 
now gaining strong traction 
in the marketplace. Financial 
institutions should educate their 
merchants on these emerging data 
security capabilities, providing 
the right solution to the particular 
business’s environment.

There is no one silver bullet to payment 
card data security. A multi-faceted 
approach, securing both consumer 
and business channels, and working 
in partnership with the financial 
institution’s payments processor, has 
the best chance of success.
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I. The need to secure 
payment card data

Today’s payment cards print or 
emboss the cardholder’s Primary 
Account Number (PAN) on the 
front of the card and encode 
the account information on the 
magnetic stripe on the back of the 
card. All of the payments industry 
is built around this construct: 

• POS terminals read the magnetic 
stripe and send the account 
number and purchase amount to 
the merchant processor

• Merchant processors receive these 
transactions, and switch them to 
the appropriate payments network

• Payments networks, such as 
MasterCard and Visa, switch 
the transaction to the issuing 
financial institution (or the 
issuing financial institution’s 
processor) for authorization

• The issuer processor provides 
an approval (or denial) and 
the transaction is confirmed 
(with all of the above steps 
happening in the reverse)

In the vast, vast majority of cases, 
this process works incredibly well. 
But what if the card – be it credit, 
debit or prepaid – has been lost or 
stolen? Or if these transactions are 
intercepted somewhere along their 
route, providing an opportunity for a 
fraudster to collect payment account 
information? Or a thief hacks into a 
merchant database storing payment 
account data and retrieves hundreds 
(or millions) of records?

These are potential weaknesses in 
the current payments ecosystem. To 
maintain trust (and protect their own 
financial stability), it is important that 
financial institutions both understand 
the nature of these risks and take 
action to protect their cardholders’ 
payment account information.
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Why act?

In simple financial terms: because it 
pays. Fraud losses from all U.S. general 
purpose and private label credit cards, 
and signature and PIN debit cards 
totaled approximately $3.6 billion 
in 2010 and grew to approximately 
$5.3 billion in 20121. Approximately 
two-thirds of these fraud losses 
are ultimately borne by financial 
institutions, with the balance charged 
back to merchants.

In relative terms, these fraud losses 
equate to approximately 6 bps on 
credit cards and signature debit 
cards. When the debit card is 
secured by a PIN, this fraud loss 
rate drops to 1 bps – the use of a 
PIN effectively mitigates against 
lost/stolen cards as well as most 
compromised card data breaches.

These loss rates are most stark for 
large debit card issuers. Following 
the implementation of the Durbin 
Amendment, large financial 
institutions now receive approximately 
$0.24 in interchange revenue per 
transaction. When debit cards are 
used without a PIN, large issuers lose 
an average of $0.022 per transaction 
to fraud. In other words, almost 10% 
of gross income is lost to fraud!

Historically, the biggest risk 
for payment account data was 
pickpockets stealing individual cards. 
As time went on, the criminals became 
more sophisticated and developed 
skimming devices, a mechanism that 
can be placed on or around the ATM 
or POS card reader to collect payment 
card data. With skimming, crooks were 
able to harvest thousands of card 
numbers per location. 

Now the major weakness – and risk for 
financial institutions – is that of mass 
data comprises. Hackers search for 
databases storing payment account 
credentials, whether these databases 
are housed by merchants, financial 
institutions or processors, and seek 
ways to penetrate these systems 
and extract the critical data. With 
access to a database, the hacker can 
potentially retrieve millions of card 
numbers. Furthermore, while the 
pickpocket or the card skimmer need 
to be located near the scene of the 
crime, the hacker can operate from 
anywhere in the world (often from 
jurisdictions outside of the reach of 
the justice system).

FIgurE 1 
TOTAL FrAuD LOSSES FrOM ALL 
PAYMENT CArDS IN THE u.S. 
($ BILLIONS)

2010 2011 2012

$3.6

$4.7

$5.3

Source: The Nilson Report

1. The Nilson Report. Issue 1,023. August 2013, pg 6.
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A notable recent example of a large 
scale security breach that allowed 
criminals to commit card fraud en 
masse is Target. Between November 
and December 2013, hackers installed 
malware into Target’s data systems, 
downloading data for a reported 40-
70 million payment cards. 

The immediate aftermath of this 
breach has been very expensive 
for the merchant and issuers alike. 
Issuers suffered fraud losses, re-
issued millions of compromised cards, 
and experienced lower overall card 
usage as consumers reconsidered 
where and how to use their payment 
cards. For Target, the impact was 
severe: in the fourth quarter of 2013, 
Target’s net earnings decreased 46% 
from the same period the previous 
year, driven by lower sales and 
expenses related to the attack.2 

Unfortunately, Target is not a unique 
case. Large scale data breaches are 
becoming more common as more 

FIgurE 2 
MAJOr PAYMENT CArD DATA SECurITY BrEACHES IN 2013

Date Company Accounts involved  
(MM) Nature of breach

December Target 40-70
Hackers installed malware in Target’s security and 
payments system, obtaining credit card and debit 
card numbers, names, addresses, and phone numbers

October Neiman Marcus 1.1

Hackers installed malware in Neiman Marcus’s 
payments software system, obtaining credit card 
and debit card numbers over a three month period 
without detection

September Adobe Systems 3.8

Attackers gained access to source code from 
Adobe’s software as well as customer financial 
information such as names, encrypted credit card 
and debit card numbers

April Schnucks Markets 2.4
Attackers gained access to credit card and debit 
card numbers of customers at 79 of 100 stores in 
the Midwestern grocery chain

consumer information, including 
payment account credentials, is 
stored digitally. Last year there were 
at least four separate data breach 
events involving more than one million 
compromised accounts with sensitive 
payment information (see Figure 2.)

These examples are of large, high-
profile merchants. Yet, the majority 
of data breaches are concentrated 
in smaller to mid-size businesses – 
the sweet spot for many financial 
institutions and their merchant 
services proposition.

Last year, there were 621 confirmed 
data compromises and the most 
of these were clustered in small to 
mid-size businesses, as shown in 
Figure 3. With less robust defenses 
compared with larger retailers and 
months-long intervals between 
system compromise and breach 
detection, smaller organizations 
generally make for easier targets.

Securing payments data, and 
maintaining the integrity of customers’ 
account information, is a 24/7 task. 
Large banks have to defend against 
sophisticated attacks on a daily basis, 
with hackers often employing massive 
computing power. According to Jamie 
Dimon, the chairman and CEO of JP 
Morgan Chase, “These crooks are 
brilliant. It’s a battle, it’s ongoing, and 
it’s only going to get tougher.” In fact, 
in his annual letter to shareholders 
last year, Dimon wrote that his bank 
employs more than 600 people 
across the firm and spends about 
$200 million a year to protect its data 
and fend off cyber-warfare.

2. Target Corporation Form 10k, March 14, 2014.
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FIgurE 3 
BrEACH COuNT BY VICTIM INDuSTrY AND EMPLOYEE COuNT*

1 to 100 1 2 10 1 79 5 18 14 3 1 3 3 38 6 2 7 193

101 to 1,000 13 3 1 8 3 5 1 2 1 13 2 4 1 57

1,001 to 10,000 1 7 1 3 22 10 12 6 1 2 1 2 1 2 71

10,001 to 100,000 2 13 1 4 2 93 5 1 1 122

More than 100,000 1 4 2 31 1 2 1 42

Unknown 1 7 1 14 73 1 5 1 1 2 2 5 23 136

Total 2 7 2 46 3 96 24 39 230 1 36 6 5 6 2 4 56 11 14 31 621
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Source: 2013 Data Breach Investigations Report, Verizon Enterprise.

Managing and responding to payment 
card fraud is a growing burden among 
financial institutions. In a survey of 
bank executives conducted as part 
of the LexisNexis True Cost of Fraud 
Study, nearly all those interviewed 
cited payment cards as representing 
the highest volume of fraud among 
their product lines, with some 
attributing 30%-40% of their overall 
fraud losses to fraud associated with 
payment cards.3 

Finally, the importance of securing 
card data extends beyond the 
direct financial consequences of a 
compromise. Customers look to their 

financial institutions to be trusted 
fiduciaries, with a responsibility to 
safeguard their accounts and their 
information; should that bond of trust 
be broken, the underlying confidence 
in that particular financial institution 
may also be called into question.

If merchants are deemed not to 
have adequately protected payment 
card data, they may suffer forensic 
and remediation costs, and card 
network fines. And, if the merchant 
is unable to pay these fines, the 
sponsoring bank is ultimately on 
the hook for these damages.

3. 2013 LexisNexis True Cost of Fraud Study. September 2013.
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II. Recommended payment 
card data security 
strategies

Participation in the payment card 
market – either as a card issuer to 
consumers and/or as a financial 
institution selling merchant services 
to its business customers – requires a 
financial institution to actively secure 
payment card data. FIs need an end-
to-end approach, covering “data at 
rest” (i.e., account information that’s 
being stored somewhere) and “data in 
motion” (i.e., account numbers being 
transmitted from one party to another).

We recommend that financial 
institutions take a comprehensive 
approach to payment card data security, 

employing a strategy that spans six 
components, as shown in Figure 4.

There are three dimensions for FIs to 
consider:

• The customer view (cardholder 
customers vs. card-accepting 
customers)

• The channel view (card-present 
transactions vs. card-not-present 
transactions), and

• The broader ecosystem (e.g. 
communications, overall data 
security, etc.) 

FIgurE 4 
COMPrEHENSIVE PAYMENT CArD DATA SECurITY FrAMEWOrK

3. EMV Cards

Card-present transactions

Cardholder
customers

Card-
accepting

customers

Card-not-present (CNP) transactions

Channel view

C
us

to
m

er
 v

ie
w

4. EMV Terminals

2. PCI-DSS Compliance

1. Communication with cardholders and card-accepting customers

5. Card data
protection tools

6. Fraud management
and card data

protection tools

Ecosystem
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1. Communication 

As outlined earlier, one major 
impact of card-related fraud is 
the reputational cost to financial 
institutions. Compromised personal 
information has the potential to erode 
confidence in a financial institution’s 
ability to maintain the privacy and 
security of personal information, 
and perhaps the financial assets 
entrusted to the financial institution. 

The “wrapper” for any data security 
strategy is communication – to inform 
your customers that their accounts 
are safe and that you (the financial 
institution) are actively working to 
maintain the fidelity of their information.

Reassuring customers of the security 
of their assets and information requires, 
at minimum, effective communication 
of the protections and safeguards 
provided to the financial institution’s 
accountholders. The goal is not to 
provide details on what the financial 
institution is doing to safeguard 
payment card information; instead the 
message is simply that customers are 
protected. This messaging needs to be 
aimed at both key segments:

• Cardholders – consumers with 
the financial institution’s credit, 
debit, and/or prepaid cards should 
understand that they have zero 
liability for any unauthorized 
transactions. Cardholders should 
feel confident to use the card 
anywhere and anyhow, and not have 
to question whether the merchant 
or transaction is indeed secure

The major payments networks 
provide extensive material 
on zero liability that financial 
institutions can use in their 
communication materials.

• Merchants – businesses that 
accept payment cards using the 
financial institution’s merchant 
services should understand that 
the financial institution has put in 
place robust security procedures 
to safeguard cardholder data 
(such as transaction monitoring, 
monitoring of the merchant 
processor, and encryption of 
account information).

FIgurE 5 
ZErO LIABILITY ADVErTISEMENTS TO CArDHOLDErS FrOM 
MAJOr CrEDIT CArD BrANDS

Source: http://www.mastercard.us/zero-liability.html 
http://usa.visa.com/personal/security/zero-liability.jsp

The messaging here should strike 
the right balance: we (the financial 
institution) have your interests 
in mind and we have done our 
part to safeguard payments 
information, but we also need 
you (the merchant) to do your 
part. In other words, you – the 
card-accepting business – have 
rights but you also have certain 
obligations to secure the payment 
card data that you handle.
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FIgurE 6 
PCI DATA SECurITY STANDArDS – OBJECTIVES AND rEQuIrEMENTS

Objective Requirements

Build and maintain a 
secure network

1. Install and maintain a firewall configuration to protect 
cardholder data

2. Do not use vendor-supplied defaults for system passwords and 
other security parameters

Protect Cardholder data 3. Protect stored cardholder data
4. Encrypt transmission of cardholder data across open,  

public networks

Maintain a vulnerability 
management program

5. Use and regularly update anti-virus software or programs
6. Develop and maintain secure systems and applications

Implement strong access 
control measures

7. Restrict access to cardholder data by business need to know
8. Assign a unique ID to each person with computer access
9. Restrict physical access to cardholder data

Regularly monitor and 
test networks

10. Track and monitor all access to network resources and 
cardholder data

11. Regularly test security systems and processes

Maintain an information 
security policy

12. Maintain a policy that addresses information security for 
all personnel

Source: Payment Card Industry (PCI) Data Security Standard Requirements and Security Assessment Procedures, 
November 2013.

2. PCI-Data Security 
Standards (DSS) 
Compliance 
The second step is to ensure that 
the financial institution’s merchant 
customers and third-party service 
providers comply with all of the 
relevant requirements of the Payment 
Card Industry Data Security Standards 
(PCI DSS).

Detailed in 12 separate requirements, 
the PCI-DSS applies to all entities that 
handle payment card data.

Figure 6 summarizes the objectives 
and requirements for PCI-DSS.

Every merchant must report 
compliance with these PCI data 
security standards via, at a minimum, 
a self-assessment (SAQ) and larger 
merchants require validated by an 
independent PCI qualified security 
assessor (QSAs). 

In 2012, companies complied with an 
average of only 52.9% of PCI-DSS 
controls, and only 7.5% of all companies 
were fully compliant.4 In 2013, 
compliance had increased to an average 
of 85.2%, with 11.1% fully compliant. 
Compliance requires diligence across 
the payments value chain:

• Cardholder – Financial institutions 
should ensure compliance not only 
for their own organization, but also 
verify that all third-party service 
providers and payment processors 
are also compliant.

• Merchant – Either directly or 
through their processor, FIs need 
to verify that their business 
customers that accept payment 
cards are following all of the 
PCI-DSS compliance protocols. 
Data security is only as good 

4. Verizon 2014 PCI Compliance Report pg 14.

as its weakest link and, in many 
cases, the point-of-compromise 
is the card-accepting merchant.

• Insufficient safeguards at the point 
of sale, such as writing down card 
numbers and failing to password 
protect files, can lead to fraud. FIs 
should consistently monitor and 
investigate fraud events in order to 
ensure merchants follow all the rules. 

Financial institutions need to ensure 
that their merchants are adhering 
to sound payment card practices, 
including basic principles such as:

• The card should never leave the 
customer’s sight (where possible/
practical)

• Card numbers should never be 
written down

• Card numbers should not be 
stored (and, if they must be stored, 
saved in an encrypted, password 
protected file)

If merchants fail to comply, there may 
be direct financial consequences, to 

the merchant and to the sponsoring 
bank. In a well-publicized example5, 
Cisero’s, an Italian restaurant in Park 
City, Utah, was accused of violating 
Visa and MasterCard’s data security 
standards. The restaurant was required 
to hire a forensic examiner (at its cost) 
and the networks concluded that the 
restaurant had been inappropriately 
storing card numbers. Visa and 
MasterCard sued the merchant’s 
sponsoring bank, U.S. Bancorp.

According to court papers, Visa 
decided the “actual fraud” was $1.26 
million and calculated Cisero’s total 
liability for non-compliance at $1.33 
million – a huge sum for a restaurant 
with annual sales of about $2 million a 
year. U.S. Bancorp, in turn, started to 
deduct money from the restaurant’s 
bank account, until the business 
closed this account. The bank is 
now suing the restaurant, its former 
business customer, to recoup the 
remaining damages.
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3. EMV cards

As discussed earlier, most payment 
cards in the U.S. have a magnetic 
stripe on the back which contains 
the card’s payment account 
information. When the card is swiped 
at a POS terminal, the payment 
account information is captured and 
transmitted for processing. Since the 
data on the card are not encrypted, 
it is relatively easy for a fraudster 
to copy this sensitive Personally 
Identifiable Information (PII) and 
create counterfeit cards. 

One way to mitigate against this 
risk is for financial institutions to 
replace magnetic stripe payment 
cards with chip-based cards, 
also known as EMV cards.

EMV is a global standard for payment 
cards based on chip technology 
established in 1994 by Europay, 
MasterCard and Visa. EMV cards are 

embedded with a microprocessor 
or smart chip that interacts with 
merchant’s POS terminal to 
authenticate the card and, with a PIN, 
the cardholder. Importantly, EMV cards 
are almost impossible to counterfeit, 
so losses from compromised cards 
that are subsequently duplicated 
is essentially eliminated.

In countries where EMV has been 
widely adopted, payment card 
fraud losses have been reduced 
significantly (see the UK example 
in Figure 7 and Figure 8).

The challenge, of course, is that 
payments is a “two-sided market” 
– financial institutions won’t issue 
EMV cards unless a large number of 
merchants are enabled to accept chip 
cards (which requires an upgraded 
POS terminal) and merchants won’t 
invest in enhanced POS terminals 
unless there’s a critical mass of chip 
cards in the marketplace.

The result has been a stalemate: 
Visa reported that 3.5 million 
EMV cards have been issued in 
the U.S. as of Q1 2013 (up from 
one million in 2011), representing 
just 0.5% of all U.S. Visa cards. 

In order to break this logjam, the 
major payment networks have 
announced two important rule 
changes:

• By April 2013: All acquirers and 
acquirer processors must be 
enabled to handle EMV payments

• In October 2015: The liability 
for disputed transactions will 
shift. Specifically, the party – 
the merchant or the financial 
institution – that has upgraded 
to EMV is protected from 
financial liability for card-present 
counterfeit fraud losses (except 
for transactions at automated fuel 
dispensers, where the deadline is 
October 2017)

5. Park City Eatery Balks at Credit Card Fines in Rare Court Fight”, 
Bloomberg, January 9, 2012.

FIgurE 7 
uK BANK CArD FrAuD (£ MM) 
AT uK rETAILErS FACE-TO-FACE TrANSACTIONS

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

189 188 178

219
Large scale 
EMV migration

136

72 73

98
72 67

43
55

Source: Fraud the Facts 2013

FIgurE 8 
FrAuD-TO-SALES rATIO (BPS) 
FOr uK-ISSuED CArDS

2002 2012

16.4

-57%

188
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In other words, both card issuers and 
card-accepting business now have 
a financial motivation to invest in 
EMV technology as a mechanism to 
significantly reduce their counterfeit 
card losses.

As part of their payment card data 
security strategy (and payments 
strategy in general), every financial 
institution needs to determine its EMV 
plans. We recommend that card issuers 
consider their response to five key 
questions (see Figure 9). 

The first question is the core issue – 
the to-EMV or not-to-EMV question 
– and different financial institutions 
may reach different conclusions with 
respect to the relative pros and cons 
of EMV-enabled payment cards. But 
all FIs need to have a plan for securing 
their cards and EMV can play an 
important role.

FIgurE 9 
KEY QuESTIONS AND CONSIDErATIONS FOr MIgrATINg TO EMV

Key questions Key considerations

Should you (the 
card issuer) migrate 
from magstripe 
cards to EMV cards?

• Migration is expensive – EMV cards cost more than traditional 
magnetic stripe cards, and processors may charge more for these 
transactions

• EMV cards entail a different user experience – the cardholder inserts 
their card into the POS terminal rather than swiping, so there’s a 
learning curve

• EMV cards allow cardholders to use their cards abroad, where some 
locations no longer accept magnetic stripe cards

• EMV cards significantly reduce issuers’ fraud losses
• But, EMV only solves for card-present counterfeit fraud losses – it is 

not a solution for all fraud or all data security needs

If so, which cards to 
which customers?

• All cards or only certain payment cards (e.g. credit cards only, not 
debit)

• All cardholders or target segments (e.g. international travelers, 
corporate and commercial cards)

If so, when is 
the best time to 
introduce EMV 
cards?  And how?

• Go early –beat the October 2015 liability shift date, but risk issuing 
cards that your cardholders cannot use if merchants have not also 
upgraded their POS terminals?

• Go late –make sure that sufficient EMV POS terminals are in the 
market, but risk being exposed with magnetic stripe cards while other 
issuers have already upgraded to EMV, making you susceptible to 
higher fraud losses?

And how? • Mass reissuance of EMV cards to provide a consistent experience for 
all cardholders at the same time

• Issue EMV cards as part of the normal card reissuance cycle, 
minimizing the incremental cost

How to ensure 
regulatory 
compliance?

• Implementing EMV on debit cards introduces additional complexity, 
since all debit cards must comply with the network participation 
requirements of Reg II

• The major debit networks have recently aligned around the use of 
a common Application Identifier (AID) for debit, which the bank’s 
processor and networks is likely to support

4. EMV terminals

Just as more payment cards will 
soon be enabled with a chip, so more 
merchants will need to upgrade their 
point-of-sale terminals to accept 
EMV cards. Financial institutions 
that sell merchant services should 
begin educating their card-accepting 
customers on the upcoming liability 
shift and the need to upgrade to 
EMV-compliant POS terminals.

Many large U.S. merchants, including 
Walmart, Home Depot, Best Buy, 
Barnes & Noble and Target have 
indicated their support for EMV and 
plan to deploy EMV POS terminals. 
In fact, more and more merchants are 

upgrading their POS terminals with 
EMV-capable devices – just look for a 
slot where a card can be inserted.

Figure 10 shows an example of a 
traditional magstripe POS terminal 
and a newer EMV POS terminal. 
In many cases, the merchant may 
have an EMV terminal but has not 
yet activated that functionality; 
instead the POS terminal functions 
as a standard swipe card reader. 
Recognizing the timeframes 
associated with swapping out 
POS terminals and the expected 
lifespans of these devices, it’s 
prudent to buy payments technology 
that’s ready for the soon-to-be-
here payments environment.

Once the merchant has deployed 
EMV terminals, they are safeguarded 
against the upcoming liability shift 
and the risk of incurring losses 
associated with counterfeit cards. 
As such, financial institutions would 
be well advised to encourage their 
merchants to adopt these newer, 
safer POS terminals.

At the same time, EMV only solves for 
one data security problem – the need 
to secure the data on the physical 
card. Once the POS terminal reads the 
card data, the account information 
is usually transmitted from terminal 
to processor to network to issuer “in 
the clear”, allowing the possibility of 
interception and fraud.
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FIgurE 10 
EXAMPLE OF MAgSTrIPE POS TErMINAL (LEFT) AND EMV POS TErMINAL (rIgHT)

        

The second component of financial 
institutions’ data security advice 
to their card-accepting customers, 
therefore, should be to implement 
point-to-point encryption (P2PE). 
With P2PE, the data are immediately 
encrypted at the point-of-capture 
(the POS terminal) and the merchant 
and sponsoring bank never have 
access to the actual underlying card 
data. In this manner, the financial 
institution and its merchant customers 
have fully secured their PII ecosystem, 
since data in motion and data at rest 
are now both un-usable by any would-
be fraudsters.

5. CNP data 
protection tools for 
cardholders

EMV is a powerful and effective 
mechanism for securing card-present 
transactions. However, as discussed 
earlier, consumers are shopping more 
online, directly and via mobile devices, 
and using the physical plastic card 
proportionately less frequently. 

Consider three examples:

• Shopping at Amazon.com, where 
the Web site never sees the 
physical payment card. And, for 
consumers that have saved their 
account information from earlier 
visits, the card number is not 
entered either.

• Taking a taxi/car service using 
Uber, where the card number 
is stored “in the cloud” as part 
of the customer’s user profile. 
At the end of the ride, the 
consumer exits the vehicle and 
the card-on-file is charged.

• Buying coffee at Starbucks, where 
the consumer pays with the 
Starbucks mobile app, combining 
a prepaid account and loyalty 
program, accessible via a barcode 
on the phone’s screen.

History suggests that when one 
type of fraud becomes more difficult, 
then the fraudsters target the next 
weakest link in the chain. In the 
case of EMV, producing counterfeit 
cards will become more difficult 
with the introduction of chip cards, 
so it is highly likely that payment 
card fraud will migrate to card-
not-present (CNP) transactions.

CNP fraud rates are already higher 
than card-present fraud rates, and 
total losses are growing quickly, given 
the rapid adoption of various forms of 
e-commerce and m-commerce.

Bank of America disclosed its card 
fraud loss data as part of a public 
presentation to the Federal Reserve 
(see Figure 11). From 2006-2010, 
the bank’s losses from counterfeit 
cards were effectively flat, while fraud 
losses from card-not-present fraud 
approximately tripled.
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How can financial institutions 
better secure themselves and 
their cardholders from card-not-
present fraud? We should begin by 
acknowledging the difficulty of the 
message: FIs need to walk a fine line 
between reassuring their cardholders 
that their data and accounts are 
safe, and they have zero liability for 
unauthorized charges, while at the 
same time advising them to utilize 
certain safeguards.

One of the greatest problems with 
CNP transactions is that the merchant 
may store the card number. The 
vast majority of these merchants 
employ strict security to encrypt 
and safeguard these numbers…
but some may not. It only takes one 
bad actor to allow a data breach, 
compromising account numbers 
and requiring card reissuance.

To address this weakness in the 
payments market, several companies 
have developed e-wallets; the 
most common include V.me by Visa, 
MasterCard MasterPass, PayPal and 
Google Wallet. An e-wallet allows 
cardholders to store payment card 
details (and sometimes also bank 
account numbers) in a virtual account. 
During the checkout process the 
customer is prompted to log into the 
account and authorize the payment. 
In this way, card details are not shared 
with merchants. The consumer 
benefits, since they do not need to 
enter their card details on a Web 
site-by-Web site basis; the merchant 
benefits, since they are now spared 
the expense (and liability) of storing 
and processing live card credentials; 
and the financial institution benefits, 
since its offered a convenient tool to 
its customers while simultaneously 
lowering its fraud exposure.
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In addition to e-wallets, financial 
institutions should consider providing 
their customers with the ability to use 
temporary card numbers, with fixed 
limits and validity. Figure 12 shows the 
ShopSafe functionality from Bank of 

America, which allows the creation of 
temporary card numbers.

Consumers with fraud concerns have 
embraced one-time use numbers. 
With a temporary card number, even 

if the number is compromised, it has 
zero value to the thief and will never 
tie back to the customer’s actual 
underlying account.

6. CNP data protection 
tools for card-
accepting customers

Just as FIs and cardholders need to 
guard against card-not-present fraud, 
so FIs should also be guiding their 
business customers on what to do to 
secure these payment transactions.

Several tools and technologies are 
available to protect merchants from 
CNP fraud. Address Verification 
Service (AVS) and Card Verification 
Value 2 (CCV2) are two simple 
and common ways to verify the 
legitimacy of cardholders and 
cards in a CNP environment. 

In addition, there are sophisticated 
fraud management solutions that 
help merchants analyze transactions 
and determine the appropriate 
authorization response. These 
advanced solutions typically include 
automated transaction risk scoring 
and real-time decision engines.

Risk scoring can use several factors to 
screen and categorize all attempted 
purchases. Factors may include: 
billing and shipping address, IP 
address/device ID, blacklists, velocity, 
geo-location, e-mail age, order 
characteristics (e.g. unusual amount, 
rush shipping), phone number, and so 
forth. Based on the score and the level 
of risk acceptable for the merchant, 
a decision engine will accept or 

reject the order (or send it for manual 
review). Figure 13 shows an example 
of a fraud management tool that can 
be used by merchants.

The latest approach to protect 
cardholder data from possible data 
breaches is “tokenization.” This 
uses a token instead of the Primary 
Account Number (PAN). The token is 

a surrogate value randomly generated 
by a Token Service Provider (TSP), 
which maintains a centralized and 
highly secure server with mappings 
between tokens and real card 
numbers. The cryptographic token is 
impossible to tie back to the original 
PAN, therefore significantly reducing 
the risk exposure in the event of a 
data breach.

FIgurE 13 
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The token retains the same length 
and format as the real card number, 
so this approach can be used by 
existing merchant applications, 
databases, and business processes 
without major changes/upgrades. 
Additionally, the same token can be 
used for subsequent transactions 
at the same merchant without 
requiring customers to re-enter 
card details. Figure 14 depicts an 
example of the tokenization process, 
in which the acquirer/processor 
also performs the role of TSP.

Another benefit of tokenization 
is that it shrinks the merchant’s 

cardholder data environment 
(CDE) that is subject to PCI 
compliance requirements and 
audits, thereby simplifying a 
merchant’s validation efforts. 

The tokenization process can be 
both performed in-house (i.e. by 
the merchant) or outsourced to the 
payment processor or another third 
party provider. Most merchants prefer 
to outsource to outside providers with 
more expertise in data security; this 
is an area where financial institutions 
can guide their card-accepting 
businesses on best practices 
and available market solutions.
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